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Images and pixels

I images are not the data, numbers are the data

I Images that look the same can contain different pixel values, images
that look different can still contain the same pixel values



ImageJ and Fiji

I Free (good!)

I Customisable (excellent!)

I A bit overwhelming (well...)



Fiji tips

I You can drag a file into Fiji to open it!

I Ctrl+L: command finder

I Do not rely on undo - duplicate your images!

I double-clicking/right-clicking on icons reveal more possibilities



Comparing images



Comparing images



Colour maps

I Conversion from data to colours

I exercise time!



Exercise!

Investigate pixel values, LUTs, brightness and contrast



Colour maps

I LUTs can match light colour or just be used to distinguish values

I keep the raw data raw - you saw what happened when you pressed
”apply”!

I Scientific analysis is not the same as photo editing - if you want it to
”look good”, you need to do it without changing the data!



Properties/pixel size

I Pixel have dimensions that are ”physical”

I Pixels are not squares - they are point values!

I Check whether metadata is correct in properties

I Smaller pixel = more resolution (in general)



Dimensions

I Dimensionality = number of coordinates to identify pixel

I Microscopy data is typically 2D to 5D

I 2D is not necessarily x/y (kymographs, for example!)

I Stacks (z-stacks or videos), hyperstacks (up to 5d) - why should we
care about stacks, then?

I only one 2d slice is ever active at one time in Fiji (sliders at the
bottom)

I exercise time!



Exercise!

Can you create a hyperstack that makes sense?



Presenting dimensions

I Viewing angles, 3d viewer, orthogonal views

I Z-projections (sum, max, min) and its possible pitfalls



Question!

Which one is sum and which one is maximum? Which one would you use
to determine the distance between beads?



Types, bit depth and so on

I Possible/impossible pixels - bit depth

I basic binary encoding



Types, bit depth and so on

I Possible/impossible pixels - bit depth

I basic binary encoding

I 8-bit encoding and its significance, 16-bit

I floating point representation

I Clipping/saturation and rounding - losses of information

I range of possible values depend on bit depth of image AND
acquisition equipment



Types, bit depth and so on



Rounding, converting

I Rounding errors tend to be small at acquisition level, but can be
problematic at filtering/ analysis

I More bits are usually better (except for file sizes and when they’re
not actually needed)

I downsampling in fiji takes brightness/contrast into account, so be
aware



Exercise!

Can you destroy an image by increasing and decreasing bit depth?



Multichannel and RGB images

I Multichannel: original pixel values, channel as dimension
(split/merge channels)

I RGB can only have 3 8-bit channels (but it’s very compatible with
stuff, and what you’re seeing on screen is always RGB)

I Red/Green images are common but think of the poor colorblind
people!



File formats

I Image data x metadata

I Good for analysis x good for display

I First group is normally proprietary, which is a pain

I Fiji uses LOCI Bioformats plugin - good, but not perfect. Keep the
originals and confirm metadata!

I Metadata landscape is slippery and complicated - OME-TIFF might
be a good idea whenever possible



A healthy approach to metadata



File formats

I Original metadata can be wrong too!

I (i.e. magnification that needs manual input, etc etc.)

I Lossy vs lossless compression

I Be wary of lossy compression, it throws any analysis out the window

I for publication: vector vs bitmap



File formats



Exercise!

Hints:
The file contains only a single image, and a single channel.
The dimensions (width and height) of the image are each a multiple of
100 pixels.
The data is in 8, 16 or 32-bit format (signed or unsigned).
There are no offsets or gaps included.
The total size of the file is 400 000 bytes.


